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when they do not bear a physical meaning; for the original
meaning of almost all words can be traced back to something
physical; in our first sentence above, for instance, there are
eight different metaphors. Words had to be found to express
mental perceptions, abstract ideas, and complex relations, for
which a primitive vocabulary did not provide; and the obvious
course was to convey the new idea by means of the nearest
physical parallel. The commonest Latin verb for think is a
metaphor from vine-pruning; 'seeing' of the mind is borrowed
from literal sight; 'pondering' is metaphorical 'weighing'.
Evidently these metaphors differ in intention and effect from
such a phrase as 'smouldering' discontent; the former we may
call, for want of a better word, 'natural' metaphor, as opposed
to the latter, which is artificial. The word metaphor as ordinarily
used suggests only the artificial kind: but in deciding on the
merits or demerits of a metaphorical phrase we are concerned
as much with the one class as the other; for in all doubtful cases
our first questions will be, what was the writer's intention in
using the mataphor? is it his own, or is it common property? if
the latter, did he use it consciously or unconsciously?
This distinction, however, is useful only as leading up to
another. We cannot use it directly as a practical test: artificial
metaphors, as well as natural ones, often end by becoming
a part of ordinary language; when this has happened, there is
no telling to which class they belong, and in English the
question is complicated by the fact that our metaphorical
vocabulary is largely borrowed from Latin in the metaphorical
state. Take such a word as explain: its literal meaning is
'spread out flat': how are we to say now whether necessity or
picturesqueness first prompted its metaphorical use? And the
same doubt might arise centuries hence as to the origin of a
phrase so obviously artificial to us as 'glaring inconsistency'.
Our practical distinction will therefore be between conscious
or 'living' and unconscious or 'dead' metaphor, whether natural
or artificial in origin: and again, among living metaphors, we
shall distinguish between the intentional, which are designed

